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!. _ Xrudoction 
1.1. In this paper we deal with categories of differential graded augmented alge- 
bras with unit over a field. If the morphisms are maps preserving all the structure 
we call the category DA; if we allow strongly homotopy multiplicative maps we talk 
of DASH. On DASH there is a homotopy notion and a resulting homotopy 
category DAS&. For DA we have the category HoDA obtained by localizing DA 
with respect to all homology isomorphisms.. We shall prove that HoDA and 
DAN&, are isomorphic. 
The input in the proof is the universal description of DAS& given by the author 
in [6] and the theory of closed model categories of Quillen f7, &I. 
In Section 3 we show that DA is a closed model category in a natural way. The 
proof follows closely similar proofs for the category of .commutative differential 
graded algebras in [l] and for cocommutative differential graded coalgebras in [8]. 
In Section 4 we show that the notion of right homotopic maps [“I] in DA 
coincides with the natural *algebraic ShomotSpy notion in DA. 
We characterize the cofibrant objects in DA in Section 5. 
Finally in Section 6 we prove that HoDA and DAS& enjoy the same charac- 
teristic universal properties so they coincide. 
This answers a question raised by the author in [6] and it makes precise the claim 
by Stasheff and Halperin, [9], that over a field the category of differential algebras 
and shm maps is obtained by localizing with respect o all homology isomorphisms. 
2. Notation 
We follow the notation of [5] with the following modifications. The gro 
R is always a field. Also one of the s (I) and f-* is a~s~rn~~ thro 
compare [31, 
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(I) Algebras and coalgebras are non-negatively graded, coalgebras are 
connected. 
(II) Algebras and coalgebras are non-positively graded, algebras are connected, 
coalgebras are cocomplete. 
Since all differentials are assumed of degree minus one, the above especially 
means that in order for singular chains (or cochains) of a space X io be accepted as 
a coalgebra (or an algebra) one must assume X connected with base point and 
consider only singular simplices with all vertices at the base point. 
For the convenience of the reader we briefly recall some of the main notation. 
DA and DC denote tb-: categories of differential graded, augmented algebras 
and differential graded, augmented coalgebras respectively. The morphisms 
preserve all the structure. We write DC+, DA+ to indicate that condition (I) is in 
force, DC.-. and DA- if (11; is in force. 
The reduced and norm llrzed bar and cobar construction are functors 
B:DA+DC, LkDC+DA. 
They are adjoint with the required isomorphism given as the composition 
DA(M’, B) -% T(C, 8) z DiJ(C, BB). 
Here 2’ is the set of “twisting cochains”, and tB E T(B43, B) and tc E T(C, f2C 1 are 
the “universal cochains” associated with B E DA and C E DC, 
The inverse mappings of tg and tt are denoted w and p respectively. When one 
defines DASH 2 DA by 
(A, B)= T(BA,B), 
then p becomes a functor DASH’+ DC extending B. 
There are homotopy notions in DC and DASH respected by #, see 1 .l 1 of [S]. 
The resulting homotopy category is called DASHh and the composite functor 
we call i. 
For details of the above as well as definitions of all unexplained notions the 
reader can consult [S] (or [3] and 17, 81. 
as a 
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Finally call f a cofibru~~on if in every commutative solid arrow diagram 
with p a trivial fibration (i.e. a fibration whfch is also a weak equivalence) a dotted 
arrow making the triangles commute exists. 
3.2. Theorem. With the above definitions of weal 
cofibrations, DA is a model category in the sense of Q 
ces, fibrations and 
The proof of this follows in the next few sections. 
3.3. We must verify Quillen’s axiom CMl, namely that DA is closed under finite 
limits and colimits. This must be well known but P do not know of ar y reference so 
here is an outline. k is both initial and terminal in A. Also any two morphisms 
have an obvious equalizer and an equally obvious coequalizer. Thus it suffices to 
show that any two objects have a product and a coproduct 14, p. lo!?]. 
Using the augmentation and the unit, any A in DA as the form A = A0 k. One 
then has 
with differential and product given componentwise. With the obvious projections 
A + A nl3 -+ B we have the desired product. 
For the coproduct one considers the tensoralgebra T(A@B) and the ideal I in 
there generated by all elements of the form 
(a&3b$-(a1a2Qb2) 
bd-(aIOblbd 
I?). The obvi~~us dia 
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3.5. Proposith. H(X)IIH(Y)+H(XUY)isa naturalisomorphism forXand Y 
in DA. 
Remark. This proposition can also be found in [2) where there is a slightly different 
construction of the coproduct. 
Proof. The map (of differential graded modules) 
is eaCly seen to be an isomorphism. Under this isomorphism the product on XII Y 
corresponds to the following product on X@ T( PC@)@ Y 
[x 33(ylQx#3* ’ ‘Q(ykQXk)Qy] ’ [X’QOJ: Qxi)Q- l l Q(Y:Qd)QY'l 
= [x@(ylQxl)Q* l l o(ykQxk)Q(yQ~‘)Q(yi Qxi)Q* l l Q(y:Qx:)Qy’] 
+qs(y)[xQ(ylQxl)o* ’ *Q(ykQXkR’)Q(yi Qxi)Q- ’ ~Q(y:sx:)sy’] 
+qc(x’)[xQ(y1QxI)Q’ ’ ‘Q~ykQxk)Q(yyi Qxi)Q* * 43(y 
+rJ&i(y)r/C(x’)[XQ(Y10X~)Q* l l (YkQ&)Q(Yi Qxi)@* l l 
Here y = y - q&(y). 
Also I!(X)L.I H( Y) + H(X LI Y) corresponds to the usual Ktinneth map 
HX@T(~Q,HX)BHY-+H(X@T(? 
which is known to be an isomorphism and which clearly respects th 
multiplication. 
Of course one could have used the above description of X II Y to pro 
existence of II. 
3.6. I 
verify 
Impletely trivial to v rify Quillen’s axioms 
i(i), CMS(ii) and CM (ii) we need some examples 0
different%4 and 
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all be non-negatively graded 
We equip V with the zero 
8: T(V)+ T&V 
8: T(f=‘V)+ T(V i”“” V) in DA-q, 
q:k+T(V)in DA, 
q: k -+ T( Vg)s-’ V) in DA-, 
atw4?~tions. last two of them are aljo weak tequidences. 
3e88 (i) Any &morph&m is a c@bration, 
(ii) If9 in a push out diagrrrm 
where i is the inclusian, 
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impossible to factcr f as pi with i a homology isomorphism and p surjective in 
degree 0, 
Next let f~ DA_(A, B). Then with Vi = Bi for i < 0, Vo = 0 WC have the similar 
factorization of f 
AAAUT(V@s-‘V):B. 
0. Bmof of CMS(ii). Let f e A(A B). We shall construct a diagram 
A L-L(l) iz L(2) .h, . . . 
such that 
(i) jk is a cofibration for each k = 1,2, . . . 
(ii) qk is a fibration for each k = I, 2, . . . 
(iii) M(qk) is onto for eacl. k = 1,2, . . . 
(iv) Ker(H(qk+))= Ker(H(jk)) for each k = 2,3, . . . . 
If this is done then one passes to the limit to get a factorization off 
A-himL(k)a:B - 
with q a trivial fibration, j a cofibration. Let 
be the factorization given in 3.9 and let L(1) = X LI T(D) where ZB is the 
vector-space of cycles in B. Take iy and ql as the obvious maps. Then (i), (ii), (iii) 
hoId for k = 1. Tct define t(2) we consider the pull back 
v -ZL(l) 
If we work in + we consi&r the followin 
Here T(V)+ L(1) is induced by V +ZL(l)+ L(l), the square is a pushout, T(sVO 
V)-* B restricts to the suspension of V + s-l B on sV, nd q2 is induced by q1 and 
T(sV@ V)+ B. It follows easily that (Q-o-(v) hold for k 2. Also it is clear that the 
same procedure applies to construct qk and jk from qk-.. and jk -1. 
If on the other hand we work in DA- then we take =VifOri%-2, Wi 
ia-1, and Ui=O for i#-1, U-l= V-1. 
Then the proof is completed by considering a diagram 
T(W)LI T(U)- L(1) 
s T(sW@ W)LI T(U) - QI 
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with f a trivial cofibration and 4 a fibration. We must fill in the dotted arrow. We 






f IA P 
B B 
Thus f is a retract of the spe : slly constructed trivial cofibration i: A + A u[ T and it 
suffices to demonstrate the : xrom for i. And that is straight forward. 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
4. Homotopiw in DA 
4, I. Recall, e.g. from [S], tha: a homotopy h from ft to fi in DA is a map of graded 
vectorspaces h : A + 13 of degree 1 with 
Dh =dh+hd =fi-f2, 
hqb=~(f&)h+hOf2), 
Eh =0, h,=O 
4.2. Recall from [7] that a path object for B in DA is an object B’ together with a 










where pl, p2 are the projections, p is a tlbration and i is a weak equivalence. 
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4.3. In DA the diagram 
where I* is the algebra of normalized cochains on the standard l-simplex “tries to” 
describe a path object for B. It fails for two reasons e obvious mapp:B@I*-, 
B ): B does not exist (because the dotted projections do not respect augmentations, 
i.e, the diagram does not exist in DA). And secondly, II i” lives in degrees 0 and - 1, 
so when we work with DA+ BOf* does not stay in our category. We now remedy 
these faults. 
Let I* have generators x0, xi, n of degree 0, 0, -1 spectively so that 
dxo = -& dxl = x, dx = 0, 
x0* = Xo,X&=X~Xo=o, x1*=x1, 
x0x =xX1 =x,xxo=x1x=o,x2=o. 
If B E DA, we let B’ be the subalgebra of B @I* consisting of all elements of 
positive degree together with the submodule of (B @l*jo generated by all 
bOxo+(b-dc)Oxl+c@x 
with b E Bo, c E B1. It is easily seen that this gives an object of 
B+B*~BxB i P 
where 
i(b)== b@xO+b 
is a path object for B in 
Note that p is not in general onto in 
If BE 
curative 
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is in DA_ and the obvious maps 
B-B’--+BxB 
i P 
present B’ as a path object. 
4.4. If h :fl = 4; E DA(A, B) then one can define H: A -) BOI* by 
H(a)= fl(a)Ox~+f~(a)63x~ + (-l)d=g”h(n)Ox. 
It is easily seen that H preserves products and differentials 
and preserves units and au:o.mentations. Finally the diagram 
H 
kc 




Also H maps into B’ 
commutes, so fl L fi. Thus we have proved the “only if part” of 
4.5. Proposition. f = g E DA(A, ?3) if and only if f arrd g are right h,lmotopic in DA. 
4.6. Proof of the “if part”. Given an H such that (*) commutes, one checks that 
the composition 
where q(b&xo+b&3xl+bOx)=b, is a homotopy from f1 to f2 in DA. 
5. Cofibrant objects in DA 
on. An object A E DA is cofibrant i/‘and 0~21~ if A is a retract of OCfor 
roof. Assume that A is cofibrant. Then one has a commutative diagram 
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which shows that A is a retract of 0 . The converse follows trivially if one shows 
that GC is cofibrant. Thus let 
be given, with p a trivial fibration. It follows easily that p is onto also in degree 0. 
Thus from the proof of 3.6 in [6] and from 2.2 in [S] it follows that Bp is split epicin 
DC. Let t: B W + BU be a splitting and let 2: C * BW be the dual of g. Then (tgy, 
the dual of @, is the desired lifting of g through p. 
5.2. Note that clearly all objects of DA are fibrant. 
6. The identihation of Ho A with DAS& 
6.1. Recall from [7] that there is a functor j: DA + HoDA which is universal with 
the property 
(i) j(j) is an isomorphism for all weak equivalences. Also recall from [6] that the 
obvious functor i: DA + DASMt, is universal with the properties (i) and 
(ii) If fO==fi in DA(A, B), then i(f) = i(g). 
Now if fo - fi in DA.(A, B) then one has commutative diagrams 
r( 
I I aA aB 
A-B 
fi 
and From 4.5 we see that . Therefore, [7, Lemma 
8 in Section 1.11, j( d j(crs) are isomorphisms, it
follows that j(fr) = j(fr). Thus we have shown that j has the property (ii). It follows 
that we have 
. The nimiral functor 
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